C1 SAMPLE WRITING
My purpose will be to help the investigation led by an International research group which consists in describing the places where inhabitants of my country go and saying
why they choose these destinations but also telling how people's attitudes to travel will change.
Destinations are chosen by French people depending the context of their travel. Firstly, people sent to places by their society always travel outside school holidays
because of the lesser cost of the transport. They often go to China or other countries in Asia like the Cambodge or Thailand to produce because the hand work is one of
cheapest in the entire world and a few people travel to the United States of America where many businessmen are working.
In contrast, concerning holidaymakers, each can have a different destination . In summer, people enjoy traveling to sunny places like the Cote d'Azur or for the luckiest,
unbelievable destinations like Miami, Ibiza or even Mykonos where you can spend your night in clubs with your friends. French like to go to those places near the sea
because most of them want to rest, to tan, to enjoy the beach and the sea. Besides, people's attitudes change in winter and skiing or snowboarding become a priority.
Thanks to the French mountains, the Alps, there is no use for people to travel a lot by doing long tiring trips.
To end with, the population's attitude will maybe change in the future if the warming of the climate still increase. In effect, it could affect the quantity of snow in winter
in ski stations so people will not go to mountains anymore. If wars start in some countries, the tourism will become dangerous and people will be afraid to travel there.
To conclude, French people, who have generally enough money to travel, travel to many places in the world even if it is in a working achievement. Because of the actual
problem of crise and the future hypothetic hitches of climate, people's attitudes will probably change.
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Since mankind invented means of transport, people always wanted to travel and discover places in the world. Nowadays with the new means of transportation : the car, the
train and the plane. Common people tend to travel more and further way form their home. I am going to answer to three questions today : "When and were do people
from your country travel?", "Why are these destinations chosen?"and"How will trends and attitudes to travel change in the future?".
Today people for many differents reasons want to travel further away, to exotic places or to very urbanized cities. I do think that people to flee from their boring life want
to discover new places in the world or simply cut every social relacions. This is why people travel further and further away. But when do they travel ? People tend to want to
let everything down in periods : the "fifties crisis" were people are actually thinking of what they did in the past and want they want to do know. During adolescence,
teenagers want to see the world alone or with friends to escape from parents or to satisfy their curiosity. As a conclusion I would say that with time people want to travel
more and more and they often do so in key moments of their life.
I think that world travelers tend to travel was is said before further and further to cut form their life and to change completly from the time of their journey their lifestyle.
To escape from parental surveillance or the experiment a new life : we love to travel and to discover the world. This is why we tend to travel far from their home. I think
that people's heart everyone wants to become Indiana Jones and find the lost ark !
In the future, I believe that it will expand not to only developed countries (like France or the UK) but to countries in Africa or in Asia. For exemple, try to find a parisian that
doesn't complain about chinese tourists blocking the way to the Tour Eiffel. With the technology and innovation that will keep on improving with time means of
transportation will quicker and faster. So more and more people will travel through the world. This phenomena was a good end and a bad one : the good one is that it will
create a new economy (transports + touristic sites) the bad one is that pollution will increase.
As a conclusion I would say that people love traveling since the start of mankind. We were mad with two legs to explore the world and this is what we did and what we will
keep doing in the future !
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